EX. If I (find) __find__ your book, I (give) __will give__ it to you.

1. If you (study) _____________ hard, you (pass) _______________ the final exam.

2. If a college student (plan) ______________ his time well, he (succeed) _______________ in his courses.

3. If Juan (practice) _________________ speaking English daily, he (become) _______________ more fluent.

4. You (not have) ________________ any difficulties in college if you (not skip) _________________ classes.

5. If teachers (give) _________________ easy tests, most students (get) ________________ high marks.

6. Some students (drop out) _________________ of school if colleges (raise) ________________ the tuition fees.

7. If students (give) _________________ too much to learn, they (end up) ________________ learning very little.

8. You (do) _________________ well on the test if you (take) _________________ good notes.

9. If Maria (fail) _________________ the test, she (see) _________________ the teacher.

10. If we (face) ________________ any difficulties, we (consult) ________________ the teachers.